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 On the way home, Rishi falls into a mysterious ravine and Subbu has to come to a very difficult decision that will change the course of their lives forever.Sep 24, 2015 Rishi, a young man in a wheelchair, was brought up by Subbu, who became like a father to him. Having fallen in love with his brother's girlfriend, he is now fighting to change his fate and that of his family.Aug 27, 2015 One year later,
Rishi returns to Chennai to find Subbu. He is finally ready to accept the love he has fought for so long. This is an unmitigated clash of wits between a young girl and a middle-aged man. She is ready to make the ultimate sacrifice for her friend; he isn't sure he has the strength to do the same. Sep 2, 2015 Subbu, who is known to be an honest and straightforward man, tells the tale of an arranged

marriage, which gives rise to a love story that is fun, witty and has enough twists and turns to keep you entertained.Sep 16, 2015 After hearing about Subbu's ordeal in Uttar Pradesh, the rest of the family comes to Chennai to seek his help. They too find themselves in a maze of heartache and disappointments. On his part, Subbu also has to deal with this issue of arranged marriages.Sep 2, 2015 In this
episode, the first in the series, Subbu (Rajinikanth), a businessman, looks for his love. Will he find it? He first sets out on a search to meet the daughter of his friend, Rishi (Ajay).Sep 16, 2015 With beautiful music and songs, Rajinikanth starts his journey on the quest of finding his true love. He goes through a roadblock after a road accident and meets a very strong-willed, independent woman. The

two set out on a search to find each other. Will love find them or will they have to pay a high price for their love?Q: Dynamically add jQuery script I am dynamically adding some code to my page: var tree_result = $('#tree_div'); var new_tree = $('').addClass('display_tree') .html('').appendTo(tree_result); var new_tree_root = $ f3e1b3768c
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